A WHITE PAPER

Making our
collaborations
more effective

Kite® table system

Stop and think. How much better
would your life be if you could
improve the effectiveness of
your interactions with others?
This white paper investigates how
space - and the furniture within it can enhance communication
and collaboration.

For many businesses today, the economic climate is seasoned with increasing real estate
costs and decreasing profit margins. Smart Organisations are seeking dual solutions to
these concerns by reconfiguring real estate to achieve the right people-to-space ratio.
Hand-in-hand with this, they are looking for ways to increase the effectiveness of their
greatest resource - people. If there is a defining trait of today's successful businesses, it is
that they are promoting effective workplace and learning space collaboration - they have
changed the ways people work and interact with others.

WORKFORCE OF TODAY

The focus has shifted from
a 'cubicle nation' to a
flexible and open
workspace which reflects
the changing organisational
environment.

Over the past five years, generational demographics in the
workforce have significantly changed and as a result companies
today are seeing variety in the working preferences of respective
generational groups. Smart companies are considering these
differences in work styles and adapting to suit. Here are some
examples of the three generations in the workforce today
- Baby Boomers, Gen Xers and Millennials (aka Gen Y) - prefer in a
workplace.
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The generational shift is away from workplaces dominated by 'owned' spaces, such as
cubicles, to flexible workspaces where there is a variety of work-point designs and scales,
and an ability to choose the application that best supports the nature of the activity, the
number of people participating and the tools and technology required for support. Improving
communications technology, and the wider role of conference calls and video conferences,
is also influencing the way meetings occur.

WORKPLACE TRENDS

There has been a paradigm
shift in workplace design away from individual desks
and office spaces towards
collaborative, free-moving
internal environments.

There has been a noticeable paradigm shift in workplace design.
The dominance of individual desks within office spaces has been
usurped by collaborative and flexible user-controlled environments.
Many workers, including the swelling ranks of Millennials, are no
longer looking for desks to occupy; they're looking for spaces in
which to collaborate with co-workers and cross organisational

teams, spaces that allow them to effectively tackle the tasks and
challenges they are working through.

When planning a meeting,
the most time is spent
finding available times for
everyone, securing a room,
and defining the agenda.
Few people consider what
the optimum furniture
layout should be.

Fortunately, organisations appear to be heading in the right
direction. In 1997, a study found that the average allocation of
space in new layouts was 73% individual space and 27% group
space. By 2005, this had changed to 52% individual space and
48% group space. This trend of allocating more space to collaborative spaces has continued.
Today's professionals are also spending more time in meetings. A
result of this is that organisations are rightly beginning to ask how
they can maximise the use of this time, and ultimately enhance
productivity. Another key trend is the shift from formal, organised
large group meetings, to impromptu, less formal break-outs in
smaller groups of two to five people.

by Romano & Nunamaker in 2001 found that business professionals considered that half of the time they spent in meetings was
unproductive. There are many reasons for this, but poor meeting
room layouts are considered one contributing factor.
When planning a meeting, the most time is spent finding available

Recent research, undertaken by TwentyTwo in New Zealand, of
5,000 public sector workers showed that between 30% and 45%
of staff time is being spent collaborating or meeting with others.
The National Statistics Council (USA) suggests that an average of
37% of employee time is spent in meetings.

Individuals are
spending more
time engaging
in groups …
Organisations are
rightly beginning
to ask how to
maximise their
use of this time,
to ultimately help
people be more
productive

If this time is not being used effectively it can be costly. Research

times for everyone, securing a room, and defining the agenda. Few
people consider what the optimum furniture layout should be. This
could be for several reasons: organisers tend to be focused on
other issues; most meeting rooms have furniture that is not
flexible; or, simply, many people consider it irrelevant. As with
many things, when the facilities are right, they go unnoticed.
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TYPICAL MEETING SETTINGS
The right seating arrangements for a particular size and style of
meeting can facilitate more effective communication between
participants.
Different arrangements can promote formality or informality or
emphasise hierarchy and status.
When given the option, people naturally tend to sit at right angles
to each other when they wish to cooperate. The optimal arrangement for collaboration is at a 90 degree angle, with the respective
parties sitting approximately 1.3 metres apart. Research also
shows that sitting side-by-side or face-to-face, as opposed to at
90 degrees, is detrimental to conversation and communication. In
small groups, achieving the optimum working arrangement can be
relatively easily solved with round or square tables. However

creating this scenario becomes more difficult as the number of

Research
also shows
that sitting
side-byside or face-to-face, as opposed to
at 90 degrees, is detrimental to
conversation and communication.

participants increases.

Analysis of common layouts
LONG RECTANGULAR TABLES:
Typically found in boardrooms.
They emphasise power and hierarchy
and are usually less suitable for small
groups. Rectangular tables tend to
direct attention to one end or the other.
LARGE BOARDROOM TABLES:
Tend to create ‘meetings within
meetings’, where people talk to those
in their immediate vicinity. This creates
difficulties for those controlling the
meeting and impedes collaborative
working. When a small group is using
the space, a long table can act as a
barrier to open discussion.

U-SHAPED SEATING
ARRANGEMENTS:
Common for presentations
and training seminars as they
direct attention to a central
presenter. This scenario presents
many of the same problems as
the boardroom table: meetings
within meetings and hierarchical
seating. While this style opens
direct sightlines, the distance
between participants is a barrier
to discussions. Those sitting
at corner positions tend to
be cramped, without enough
table space, and sitting across
table legs.

V-SHAPED LAYOUT:
Another common
arrangement that negates
some of the corner issues
of the U-shape layout.
However, the open-ended
nature of this setup makes
group communication
difficult because the
physical orientation is
toward the central speaker.
Opening up the room for
discussions after the main
speaker finishes can be
difficult. This set up is ideal
for delivering information,
but not for collaboration.

CLASSROOM-STYLE
SEATING:
In bigger meetings, rows
of desks with two people
per desk is a common
setup. This scenario, which
echoes that of an oldfashioned school classroom
setup, provides a barrier
to communication between
both the participants and
the speaker. It is worth noting
that most modern schools
have moved away from
this linear format in favour
of more effective learning
environments.

The optimal shape for a meeting room table is
one that can influence the ability of participants
to have eye contact with each individual at the table
This greatly enhances affiliative behaviour and therefore
the effectiveness of the interactions.

meetings
within
meetings

THE OPTIMAL ARRANGEMENT?
The optimal shape for a functional table is one that allows
participants to make direct eye contact with each other
individually at the table. This greatly promotes cooperation and
communication among the group and therefore the effectiveness
of the interactions.

There is no one arrangement that covers a large range of meeting
sizes and styles. Having furniture that is easily reconfigurable
allows the users to set up the room to facilitate the specific intent
and format of interactions. Research shows that the ability to
create a room to suit the particular needs of a group increases
participation and therefore the quality of the interaction.

Eye contact is easy to achieve
in small groups but is more
difficult as the number of
participants increases.

TwentyTwo conducted a
survey of purchasers and
specifiers of furniture to
understand what they saw as
important when purchasing
functional and flexible
meeting room furniture.
TwentyTwo sent their survey out to people in a variety of
organisations in New Zealand, including the public sector,

TwentyTwo asked the participants to rate the importance
of nine key characteristics of meeting and learning space tables.
The nine characteristics for consideration were:
•

Fit for purpose and functional

•

Flexibility to support a range of configurations

•

Ease of shifting and rearranging tables
(including health and safety aspects)

•

The capacity to withstand wear and tear

•

Cost

•
•

education, private corporates, and professional services firms.

•

The survey asked participants to assess the relative importance of

•

several key characteristics of meeting and learning space tables.
Participants were also asked to rate the level of satisfaction they
achieved with their current tables.

...desperately needed tables to match the
multi-functional space they had. Their
current tables were clunky, they didn’t
fold easily, and they had quite a few
accidents with fingers and clothing getting
caught on the clips. Staff found them hard to
move around, and difficult to clip together”
– Wellington International Airport Conference Centre, NZ

Impact on meeting or training effectiveness
Ease of storing
Image that matches the desired look and feel

of the organisation

Multi-use (eg hot-desking, meeting rooms,
collaboration spaces)

Analysis of the responses showed that the most important

characteristics of meeting and learning space furniture are:
•

Flexibility for a range of configurations

•

Ease of shifting and rearranging tables

•

Being fit for purpose and functional

The survey also asked respondents to rate their satisfaction
with their current tables, based on the same nine characteristics.
By matching the responses from the first question, TwentyTwo
were able to determine how successfully current tables were
fulfilling the needs of these businesses.

The analysis found that current meeting furniture was not
adequately addressing the most important requirements of
users – the ability to reconfigure the furniture to meet their
needs without compromising functionality.
To test this further TwentyTwo interviewed people from
several organisations, who were responsible for setting up
meeting and training rooms on a daily basis. These people
used a variety of reconfigurable tables – many were tilt-top
tables and others clipped together to lock in place.
Several key disadvantages of these tables emerged during
the interviews. The first was the difficulty in shifting the
tables around. Tables were perceived to be heavy and

difficult to move, hard to handle for one person alone. In

effect, a minimum of two people would be required to set
up and reconfigure between meetings.
The second issue encountered was also related to health
and safety; the clips used to connect and stabilise the tables
often got clothes caught on them, causing rips and tears,
and people often got fingers stuck whilst trying to clip the
tables together.
A third sentiment expressed by those interviewed was the
difficulty with rectangular tables – participants would be
stuck sitting in the corner, bumping elbows with someone
else, or sitting across a table leg.

Research shows that the
ability to create a room to suit
the particular needs of the
groups increases participation
and therefore the quality
of the interaction.
In the aftermath of the global financial crisis, businesses
are scrutinising how they can enhance workplace efficiency.
But as the way people are working is also changing,
effectiveness is also in focus, and this is impacting upon
the basic approach to designing the corporate office.
Employees are spending more time collaborating and
working in multifunctional teams. Technology is enabling
different sorts of interactions between people.
In order to maximise the benefits of these news ways of
working, organisations need furniture as flexible as their
employees’ working styles.
There is an opportunity to improve the effectiveness of
meetings by having the participants create the optimum
table shape for the size of their meeting. Meetings of varying
sizes require different table configurations, but too many
currently available meeting-furniture systems are difficult
to rearrange, shift or store. The types of issues outlined in
this document inspired the development of a new type of
reconfigurable table system – The Kite Table.

...decided
to upgrade
their meeting
room furniture
because their old
tables were difficult
to move during room
reconfigurations,
and were not very
adaptable relative to
different set ups”

– Blue Cross, Pennsylvania

The Kite® story
Muzo CEO Darren Buttle was approached by a client who
was looking for a multifunctional folding-table system. It
appeared that none of the options available on the market
suited their needs. By understanding the difficulties that
users were having with their current meeting tables, Darren
and his team at Muzo were able to frame key objectives for a
new reconfigurable folding table design:
• An ability to be easily handled by just one person
• The flexibility to create a range of configurations in terms of
shape and scale, and to support a variety of activities and
situations
• Ease of movement and storage
The design brief that led to the creation of the Kite table
concept was a direct translation of market needs and
evolving workplace trends.

Key Features of Kite
The shape facilitates multiple
configurations where everyone
has a defined workspace and a
clear line of sight to colleagues.

The Dual-locking
castor with 50mm
height adjustment.

Easily folded,
moved and
stored.

Narrow Profile
fits easily
through doors.
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The analysis found that current
furniture was not adequately addressing
the most important requirements of
users – the ability to reconfigure the
furniture to meet their needs without
compromising functionality.

Kite Configurations

6 Pax

8 Pax

12 Pax

12 Pax

12 Pax

14 Pax

What Users Are Saying About The Kite Table
“As a University for decades we had grappled with the
challenges of having a more flexible space, now we have
truly achieved the ultimate solution”
— Jon Peacock , University of Melbourne

“We now have greater flexibility to maximize use of the entire
space. Whether these are individual work spaces, group
collaboration areas or boardroom, there is ample opportunity
to reconfigure the Kite Tables for the needs of the moment.”
— Gary Lawler, Chancellor Penn State University

“Working with Muzo was an extremely important piece of the
puzzle. Their modular furniture is what really brought the
space to life. Everything we do embodies that movable,
moldable experience. Muzo’s furniture has captured that
kinetic movement of people.”
— CanBe Innovation Center

“Kite tables offered the ability to configure meetings so that
all participants had equal visibility, and a defined space at the
table. It’s also great that there’s no tools involved – it makes
them very easy and simple to use.”
— Blue Cross, Pennsylvania

“We really needed a table that could fold flat, was versatile,
and was simple to use so people could set up and rearrange
the rooms themselves.”
— Wellington School of Medicine , NZ
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